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Overview
This year we continued our efforts to position Arroyo Grande as a premier tourist destination for
tourists through social media, search engine optimization, paid advertising, and improved website
design and content. Also in 2017 we attended our first Travel Expo’s in Los Angeles and the Bay Area,
proudly representing Arroyo Grande as a must see tourist destination in the Central Coast. More
importantly, we introduced a new method of marketing- Video.
Analyzing data of the target audience in Arroyo Grande, we found that video was the next ideal
marketing tool to implement. Research shows that after watching a video, 64% of users are more likely
to buy online and increases conversions, like filling out forms, by a staggering 80%. We also introduced
the newest form of videos, IMMERSIVE VIRTUAL REALITY. With our new efforts, we sought to strengthen
our message on why AG is a must for their vacation plans.
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1. AGTBID 16 – 17 Highlights

AG is back on the map: Two Travel Expo’s
This year we attended two trade shows- The Travel and Adventure Travel shows in Los Angeles and in
Santa Clara, CA representing Arroyo Grande. At both shows we informed visitors of the activities and
attractions in Arroyo Grande. Over 1000 people signed up an registered to learn more about Arroyo
Grande. Highlights include:
● We hosted a giveaway where attendees would enter to win a weekend getaway
● Our gift to lucky booth visitors were ARROYO GRANDE VR glasses, of which Arroyo Grande as
the only city in California to offer this new VR technology
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Virtual Reality Videos
The news and media are labeling Virtual Reality as the “next big thing” because of the technology
available now in phones and handheld devices. 171 million people could be using VR hardware and
software worldwide by 2018, according to research firm KZero.
At the 2016 AG Strawberry Festival, we managed to film the entire weekend was captured in Virtual
Reality. As a result:
● The 7 VR videos were first shown to attendees at the CA Travel and Adventure Expo’s in Los
Angeles and Santa Clara, CA. Arroyo Grande was one of on two destinations showing their cities
in Virtual Reality, with AG being the only city in CA to offer such an experience (Fiji was the
other).
● The VR videos of the Strawberry Festival are available to be viewed on the
VisitArroyoGrande.org website, where anyone can view in full 360 with their laptop or any
Virtual Reality headset.
● At the Travel Expo, we featured an AG VR headset that we gave away to lucky raffle winners
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View AG in motion- New Arroyo Grande Tourism Videos
This year, RG Pacific also created the first 2 promotional videos for the city TBID. These two videos were
planned and directed based on data collected via social media on two of the most popular searched
attractions in the central coast by our target audience- wine tasting and farmers markets.
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•

The Farmers Market Experience video highlights the tranquil and classic California ambiance of
Arroyo Grande, with two girlfriends enjoying the fresh fruit and people of the AG farmers
market.

•

The Wine Tasting Experience video takes the viewer on a Girlfriends weekend getaway at
Letiticia Winery, where they experience fine wine tasting in a scenic backdrop that only Arroyo
Grande can offer.

See AG on the road- Arroyo Grande Bus Wrap

Working with Silverado Stages, the first ever Arroyo Grande Bus Wrap was seen in 2017 by tens of
thousands of people without breaking the bank! The Motor Coach has driven throughout California and
surrounding states. With the help of the amazing images from Vivian Krugman, we created a beautiful
collage of AG images that captured classic California. The wrap leads viewers to our website,
VisitArroyoGrande.org.

AG was in the Papers– Bakersfield Magazine
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With online PR outreach, RG Pacific helped feature Arroyo Grande in the October issue of Bakersfield
Magazine as a Great Getaway for 2017. The story touches on AG as the perfect destination wither you
are planning a short getaway or a coast based trip. The article highlighted key AG events like the
Strawberry Festival, Harvest Festival, Heritage Square Park, Lightning Joe’s Guitar Heaven and many
other local favorites.

2. Visitor Profile – Who is viewing Visitarroyogrande.org?
The information below reflects the data acquired from April 2016 – April 2017
Gender: 64.9% Male 35.1% Female

Age: Majority 55-64 (22.77%)

Interests: Movie Lovers, News Junkies, TV Lovers, Travel Buffs, Arts & Entertainment
Geo: Nearly 15k in California
Pages viewed: Majority of most visited pages remains for hotel accommodations, which are our ideal
target pages.
Gender
This past year, the audience has shifted from majority women to majority men, although we equally
target both. Our research shows this is a result of growing interest from three big metropolitan areasLos Angeles County, San Francisco County, and San Jose. This shows us that our reach is growing due to
2 main areas- increase interest in activities in Arroyo Grande, and an increase in searches for popular
terms like “microbreweries” and “restaurants in the central coast”. A great tidbit with our online
marketing efforts- the AG favorite “Ember” is now a top eating destination in the Central Coast
according to Eater.com http://la.eater.com/maps/best-restaurants-central-coast-california
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Interests
Interests of users still include movie lovers and travelers, but in addition there are users who also enjoy
Art & Entertainment. This could be a result of many of our social media posts involving events at the
Clark Center for Performing Arts in 2017. Because fo this, aside from the home page, the most viewed
page on the website is the Event page. We have focused on posting and spreading the word via social
media about events that reflect the interests of our audience and position Arroyo Grande as the
destination for relaxed fun and entertainment.
Where are the visitors from?
We have been targeting the following areas in our advertising efforts:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bakersfield
Fresno
Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Jose
Santa Barbara
Sacramento
San Diego

Most website visitors have come from the following locations:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Los Angeles
San Francisco
Arroyo Grande
Bakersfield
San Luis Obispo
San Jose

Majority of our new Facebook fans are from the following locations:
●
●
●
●
●

Arroyo Grande
Bakersfield
Los Angeles
Ventura County
San Luis Obispo
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Which hotels are the most popular?
Top 3 popular hotel pages:
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3. Performance and Results
Targeting Customers in Each of the 5 travel buying cycles
We have continued our promotion strategy to “turn heads into beds” through social media, online
offers, contests, and paid advertising on Google. The following provides updates from this year in terms
of each of these stages
Stage 1: Dream
● With this crucial step in mind, we made an appearance at travel trade shows in Los
Angeles and Santa Clara where we were able to make face to face contact with potential
tourists and interest them in visiting Arroyo Grande. Over 1,000 registrations were
made.
● We continue to build up our list of email contacts to send e-mail broadcast informing
subscribers of event and giveaway recaps as well as upcoming events
● We created promo videos for social media to excite followers about activities in Arroyo
Grande such as wine tasting and weekly farmer’s market
Stage 2: Plan
● On social media before upcoming travel holidays, we encourage followers to plan their
trip to Arroyo Grande
● Los Angeles/ San Francisco Directions pages specifically target Los Angeles and San
Francisco in the planning stages by giving directions from those major cities. Below are
results from the past year
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Page

Pageviews

Unique
Views

AVG Time
on Page

Entrances

Bounce Rate Exit

Directions

571

164

00:00:15

39

0.00%

17.51%

Directions from LA

812

251

00:00:21

44

2.27%

16.38%

Directions form SF

418

127

00:00:17

27

0.00%

17.70%

Stage 3: Buy
● Our Google Adwords campaign account for the majority of accommodation searches in
the city of Arroyo Grande and surrounding areas. The hotel related terms that produced
the conversions for this month were:
○ Hotel deals in Arroyo Grande
○ Hotels Arroyo Grande
Stage 4: Experience
● Many of our social media posts are dedicated to events and destinations in Arroyo
Grande that followers may be interested in experiencing
● Example:
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Stage 5: Share
• Spreading the word and creating awareness is the name of the game when it comes to
tourism marketing. And the word is spreading! Arroyo Grande was featured in many
media outlets this year, including:
o Bakersfield Magazine
o USA Today
o LA Eater
o Silverado Stage Coach Buses
o Chamber Directory
• We are telling them where to share!
o With new social media sharing tools on our website, sharing what to do in
Arroyo Grande has proven to be a valuable tool. This is happening online as
well!
o On Facebook, our most important marketing tool online, our post and
engagement reached 456,000 in 12 months, a 36% increase over the same
period last year. This is due to more targeted content in posts that are ideal for
our target audience.
o New video posts are a huge hit
▪ Over the last 30 days, when we have shared the new promotional
videos, over 15,000 people viewed them, with 7800 people viewing
them more than once.
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4. Cost Efficient Online Paid Advertising
a. Google Adwords
This past year, we have seen an increase of consumers reached via our paid Google ads for
planning a trip to Arroyo Grande:
Ad Copy
Visit Arroyo Grande –
Discover and Plan Your
Next Getaway Book
Online and Save on
Lodging
Visit Arroyo Grande –
Plan Your Trip to
Arroyo Grande for
Wine Tours, Hiking,
and More

Impressions
2016 - 2017
87,781

Impressions
2015 -2016
79,697

121,478

94,778

■ Over 219,000 people have seen an Ad for Arroyo Grande this past year
■ Our team continues to monitor the campaign daily for the most optimizedand
targeted campaigns. Google Advertising accounts for 11.2% of traffic to the site this
year

b. Facebook Advertising
Aside from posts and organic marketing efforts, and Facebook being our most coveted vehicle
for reaching our target audience, Facebook Advertising has now become our most important
reach tool.
• Facebook Ads reached over 246,000 people in our target demographic
• 19,478 conversions from Facebook ad actions were recorded on the website via
Facebook ad tracking.
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5. Website
The Arroyo Grande website is how we track our progress of both online and offline efforts. We lead all
of our visitors to the website and engage them with what AG has to offer. This year, we focused on
enhancing the website and its tools in order to convert as many heads into beds as possible. Highlights
include:
a. Newsletter
Our team continues to build contact lists via contact forms, e-mail sign ups and giveaways. We were able
to add over 1,000 new subscribers to our list thanks to the giveaway offer at the two trade shows. We
have been sending seasonal newsletters every time there is a giveaway or special Arroyo Grande event
such as the Strawberry Festival. Our most recent newsletter announcing the end of the Travel and
Adventure Show Giveaway and providing Virtual Reality Videos from the Strawberry festival received a
45% open rate which is high compared to the industry average of 16%.
b. Ongoing Website Maintenance
Our goal is to always keep the website as fresh and current as possible, especially since repeat visitors
has increased 28% this year. Pages like Events, To Do, Places to go, and our Blog are updated regularly.
Other tasks that were done routinely include:
•
•
•
•

Weekly site backups and safety checks or malware and firewall breaches
Keep Clark Center Page updated with events
Update giveaway pages
Edit Menus and Footers for the most user friendly experience with new content and updates
c.

Website UI Redesign

Since the last annual review, our team, working together with the TBID board, updated the website user
interface to a more modern and ideal visual experience as to what is the most important content as told
by our user data. Our most important feature is full width page style layout that is more mobile and
tablet friendly.
The layout also features wood panel menu and footer, reminiscent of a wine cellars. The main image
now features and wide screen photo of individuals enjoying wine, with overlaying copy promoting the
many local wineries in Arroyo Grande. We wanted to bring more attention to this and remind visitors
that Arroyo Grande is an ideal destination for a wine tasting getaway. The new wooden layout also
reflects ‘Vintage California’ Arroyo Grande.
The “Stay, Dine, Play, and Sip” sections were moved to the top menu only, and the upcoming events
appear along the bottom of the home page. Social Media integration was also key, and highlighted on
the main navigation bar as well.
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6. Plans for the Next Year
The next year will be the most important yet. Now that the Arroyo Grande web presence is set the and
social media action plans are in place, digital marketing is the next and most exciting milestone to
achieve. And, using our newest and most critical tool moving forward, video, we plan on doubling our
engagement level with users and increasing conversions and turning more heads into beds than ever.
Increase video production
We want to create 8 more videos, and bring the total of videos to 10
Using our local video company, we want to produce 8 more videos for the Arroyo Grande TBID. As
statistics show, video engagement is 3 times more powerful than any other type of advertising we have
done, so having more videos is crucial. The 8 videos will all be related to the best “to do” actitivies in
Arroyo Grande and will center on our target audience.
Estimated budget: $8500
Beer Festival and Car Show in VR
We want to shoot two more annual events in Arroyo Grande which we feel will be ideal for our target
audience and marketing efforts, the 2nd annual Beer Festival and the AG Car Show.
Estimated budget: $10,000
Video Advertising
With the new videos on hand, a new channel must be used- Video Marketing. Using Social Media as well
as Youtube, we will use our videos as travel commercials across the state and bordering states to draw
more users to Arroyo Grande
Estimated Budget for Youtube: $8,000
Estimated Budget for Social: $7,000
Trade Shows
Trade Shows were a new form of marketing this year for AG, and boy, was it successful. Attendance to
the Travel Expo is expected again, and we want to add a 3rd Trade Show this year to the Calendar
Estimated budget: $40,000
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